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Hot Candidates!
5 Employment Trends for
2018
One important trend is that
training and development will
be utilized to fill the gaps in
employee skill sets which is
essential for Generation Z
employees, who are
demonstrating a soft skills gap.
Workforce issues, including
hiring, training and retaining
talent will continue to be a focus
of manufacturing companies in
2018.
Here are some trends that
Industry Week predicts will have
significant implications for both
employees and jobseekers.
1.

2.

3.

Working from home is on the
decline as workplace wellbeing is prioritised.
As the economy continues
to improve, employers will
invest greater sums into the
training and development
of their employees.
An increasingly aging
workforce will have
ramifications for employees
of all ages

New recruits
Administrator/ Database Manager Beautifully presented, systems
focused administrator recently relocated to Whangarei. Extensive
experience in the wholesale travel industry, articulate and methodical
worker. Positive personality and strong management experience.
Experience producing training manuals and guiding teams through
system enhancements. A+ candidate. Currently temping, available end
July 2018.

Logistics Manager / Class 2 Driver Experienced logistics manager
recently worked in the honey industry ready for a new challenge. Class 2
experience, has forklift and RTW endorsements and experience. Enjoys
working outdoors, coordinating staff and product and creating workable
plans. Steady worker, quiet achiever, loyal employee and great
combination of customer service/hands-on laboring and driving skills.
Available immediately for full time positions.

Accounts Administrator Beautifully presented, switched on Accounts
Administrator available immediately for full time work. Strong computer
skills, accounts payable and receivable experience. Very driven, down
to earth – will get snapped up very quickly!

Sales Star Outgoing, motivated, very well-presented sales professional
looking to move from Auckland to Whangarei. Instantly builds rapport,
great attitude, looking for an exciting new challenge. Available with 3
weeks’ notice for full time positions.

Vintage Car Restorer / Builders’ Apprentice A jack of all trades!

4.

Bullies continue to affect the
workplace

Comprehensive experience restoring rare and vintage cars. Not qualified
but diverse skill set and great attitude. Partially qualified builder with
renovations experience. Available beginning of July for full time work.

5.

Technological / AI
advancements will continue
to influence the workplace

HR Manager Very motivated, positive candidate looking to get out of
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Auckland. Degree qualified, well rounded knowledge of HR. Has
coordinated globally distributed teams and has very strong
communication skills coupled with an easy-going and approachable
personality. Very well presented, came across A+ at interview. Available
with 6 weeks’ notice.
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